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Abstract

In this paper it is shown how a simple neuro-mechanical
network can be configured and tuned to perform a cer-
tain task, using optimization based on simulation. This
would have the potential of creating structures that
could be trained and adapted to perform certain actions.
The basic components hardly exist at present. The ob-
jective here, however, is to study what they could be like
and how they could be configured. Although the neuro-
mechanical network systems are partly aimed towards
future technologies, the concept of neuro-mechanical
networks can be useful much sooner as it has meaning
also at a micro or even macro level in order to realize
highly robust flexible actuator systems. Another poten-
tial use is for design of more conventional system, with
a minimum of components. Also it can be used as an
explanatory model for some of the mechanics found in
human body tissue.

∗magse@ikp.liu.se

1 Introduction

Network systems have been subject to increasing inter-
est during the recent decades. One of the more strik-
ing features of networks is that complex properties can
emerge although the basic elements are very simple.
This is particularly true in neural networks, which has
become a firmly established discipline for signal pro-
cessing and control systems. There are also cellular au-
tomata, which is another branch where a great deal of
interest is devoted. There is a strong element of inspira-
tion from biological systems in these fields as there are
examples of networks made up from simple elements
with spectacular properties in nature. In this study the
scope is extended to networks where the elements can
have several properties beyond signal processing and
transmission, such as mass and energy transmission,
and actuation. The most striking example is the neuro-
mechanical network, NMN, which at the same time are
both a neural network and an actuation network.

Using simple assumptions about cost vs. function,
it can be shown that in the future, mechanical systems
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may well come down to the same size as electronic
components. The introduction of inputs and sensors
within the network provides the ability to react on com-
mands and external stimuli. This would have the poten-
tial of creating structures that could react to changes in
its environment.

The study of networks leads to several challenging
ideas and concepts for systems design. By making use
of simple components configured into a network one
can easily imagine the analogies to biological systems
and several actuator techniques within mechanical sys-
tems. The most obvious question from this point of
view is: Is it worth studying networks of simple com-
ponents when a more complex component may solve
the problem? This paper describes some of the aspects
concerning this question and outlines the general be-
havior of neuro-mechanical networks constructed using
ageneric actuator concept.

Mechanical actuation systems are traditionally built
up by angular or linear actuators that perform the re-
quired motion of some specific trajectory. Often it is
controlled by some feedback system that measures the
surrounding quantities of the system. Fluid power sys-
tems are a good example of that, see the lifting problem
in figure 1.

From figure 1 we can see that there are several pos-
sible solutions to the lifting problem. We can use one
fully featured cylinder that has been tested and designed
for high endurance and failsafe operation. Another pos-
sible solution is to use several full stroke cylinders in
parallel. This is more redundant, if one of them fails the
system will most likely do the job anyway, see case 2.
Extending the concept of several cylinders, as in case 3,
we arrive at a final solution where the number of cylin-
ders becomes very large, case 4. At this point we must
ask several important questions:

• Which one is the best?

• Which one is the most cost effective?

• Which one have the best performance?

• Which is the easiest to design?

Traditionally the answer would be found somewhere
in the range between cases 1 and 2. It is a tendency
among engineers within the field of mechanical engi-
neering to seek for a case 1 solution. However, recent
development within material science, electronic devices
and nano-technologies urges us to questioning this tra-
ditional view.

Figure 1: Several basic components can do the job of a
more complex single component.

Another example is highly integrated electric power
circuits, generally called MOSFET integrated circuits,
which utilize several output stages in parallel instead of
one single. An example of that is found in the data sheet
of device LMD18245 of National Semiconductor, see
figure 2. An interesting solution to the current sensing
problem is described for that device. The power stage
consists of 4000 FET transistors in parallel and an extra
one for current sensing. This is an example of how one
can gain improved system characteristics and even new
features, like the exact 1/4000 current ratio, by splitting
acomplex elements into several basic ones.

These two introductory examples show how basic
building blocks can create functionality on a higher
level. They also represent the two major areas that
are the potential applications of neuro mechanical net-
works; mechanical system components and electronic
devices. The actuation network has very little rele-
vance if it cannot move, react on stimuli and adapt to
the surrounding environment. Neural networks are a
general technique for establishing such properties and
have been widely used in several different areas includ-
ing control systems.

The actuator systems described in this work might
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Figure 2: Electronic has a long tradition of integrating
basic building blocks into functional designs. More or
less, the only cost is the surface of the chip. This picture
is from the datasheet of the power amplifier LMD18245
by National Semiconductor Inc.

not yet be available. Still, the studies of such systems
are most interesting. They can serve as an explana-
tory model for biological systems like human muscles.
They might also form the conceptual creation tool for
more ordinary design like robots and dynamic mechan-
ical structures, [6]. Such a design process may become
highly integrated and automated. The most vital part of
such an automated design process will be the simula-
tion techniques. The ability to predict system behavior,
both statically and dynamically, is vital to all engineer-
ing design. By combining simulation techniques with
selections schemes like genetic algorithms or anneal-
ing methods we get a powerful tool for the future de-
sign process. The building blocks of such design pro-
cess will most likely not be the same blocks as we are
used to in traditional engineering; instead it will most
likely use a large number of more basic blocks or com-
ponents that forms a network performing some specific
task. This relates closely to biological systems found in
nature.

A consequence of this relation is that future products
are likely to behave more ”organically” with sensors,
actuators and processing power that are integrated in
the structure, sometimes calledstructronics. This can
be used to accomplish massive redundancy. With new
manufacturing techniques, such as the already men-
tioned layered manufacturing, where products are built
bottom-up in a 3D-”printing” process, the cost of the
product is not depending on the complexity; only on the

material spent. As the price of sensors, actuators and
processors is decreasing to the same level as the price
for the rest of the structure, and can be made in the same
process, the structure can be made entirely from these
integrated basic elements. The product becomes hyper-
functional. At that stage, not all functionality needs to
be defined in advance. The product can be configured
to fit different situations and customer needs. At any
point in time, only a fraction of the functionality will be
used. This scenario imply several interesting changes to
mass-production, individually adapted products and the
fulfillment of customer requirements. Also, the struc-
ture and number of production sites will become an in-
teresting question.

2 Evolutionary System Design

The system design process may include an initial strate-
gic decision about the level of component integration to
use. This decision will have influences upon the selec-
tion of engineering tools, manufacturing methods and
sensor integration. Manufacturing methods like layered
manufacturing is of great interest in the creation of sys-
tems like this.

By establishing a general relation between the scal-
ing dimension of the basic elements and the perfor-
mance and cost of the system we get a powerful tool
for analysis of different system layouts and also differ-
ent components characteristics. These relations relates
the microscopic properties of individual basic building
block types to the general properties of the system. To
some extent this process has already began. It is a gen-
eral trend for functional density of products to increase.
This is a result of a combination of customer require-
ments and the fact the price of microprocessors, sensors
and actuators is rapidly decreasing.

2.1 Performance and Cost

The costC of a system is in some way the sum of the
cost of its parts. Assuming a system that is required to
perform a function with a certain performanceP that is
a function of the scaling variables. The performance
P may be described by eq. 1. This could for instance
be the total force of a system withn actuators, com-
pare to figure 1. In the same way we can establish an
expression for the total costC, eq. 2.
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P =
n∑

i=1

cps
γp

i (1)

C =
n∑

i=1

ccs
γc

i (2)

If all s are the same we get:

P =
n∑

i=1

cps = ncps
γp (3)

This yields the basic component size as:

s =
(

P

ncp

) 1
γp

(4)

In the same way the cost can be calculated

C =
n∑

i=1

ccs
γc = n

(
1− γc

γp

)
cc

(
P

cp

) γc
γp

(5)

Minimizing the system cost,C, with respect to the
number of componentsn and their sizes yieldsn = 1 if
γc/γp < 1. In a more general case a cost optimization
will minimize the number of components ifγc < γp.
This is true in most cases of present technology, as in
figure 1. If, however,γc > γp, the optimal number
of components would tip to infinity. This is what can
be seen in biological systems, where the only ”cost” is
material. This means thatγc becomes one, andγp is
slightly larger then one, if for no other reason, due to
the positive effect of redundancy. In realityγc/γp is a
function of s and for a very small system it becomes
less than one again to prevent infinity values.

3 Neuro-Mechanical Networks

The combination of mechanical actuators, sensors and
neural networks forms a structure that can react and
adapt to its environment. Some present research efforts
show great potential on miniaturization the basic build-
ing blocks by merging actuation and sensors into the
structure itself. These structures are built up by small
basic blocks. There are no general restrictions on the
shape or configuration of such network, however the
topology of the network will most likely not change.
The implementation of the energy supply system be-
comes important, it must be able to coexist together
with the actuating system.

Figure 3: A complex random network of basic actua-
tors. Such network is an example on structures that may
include more than 100000 design variables.

Figure 4: The general actuator is the major building
block of the neuro-mechanical network. There are
control inputs and outputs, energy supply connections.
Also the energy conversation products need to be re-
moved.

An example of such a randomly generated topology
confined within an circle is shown in figure 3. Such
system may include almost 100000 neuron weights to
be tuned for proper operation.

Perhaps the most important element of the neuro-
mechanical network is the actuator that makes the struc-
ture gaining general properties on a macro scale. The
general properties of the actuator is shown in figure 4.

Even though figure 4 show a quite traditional con-
cept for actuators, linear movement, there are several
other possibilities also interesting to evaluate within
concept of neuro-mechanical networks: linear, angular
and torque actuators that suitable for further studies, fig-
ure 5. The angular actuator may have interesting prop-
erties for damping structures and the torque actuated is
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Figure 5: Three actuator types. The left one is the tra-
ditional linear, similar to a cylinder. The middle one
represents an actuation material situated inside a hinge.
This type have three nodes. The rightmost one repre-
sent a torque element built up by two different materi-
als, compare this to a classic bi-metallic element.

most likely the easiest to implement in hardware. An
most interesting problem for further investigation is the
study of a network that includes different types of basic
elements.

Another important part of the network is the connect-
ing nodes for the actuators. Some of the dominant char-
acteristics is defined of the properties of the nodes. An
example of a connecting node is shown in figure 6.

The nodes includes a traditional sigmoid neuron
model using an activation function as in eq. 6 and
[3][2]. s0 in eq. 7 represent the input offset.

f(SN ) =
2

1 + e−λ(SN−Θ)
− 1 (6)

SN =
N∑

n=0

snwn (7)

4 Examples

The test examples where created using the excellent
package QHull, [1]. Therbox command where used
to generate a table of random three-dimensional points
confined in a3 × [−0.5..0.5] box. A complete De-
launay triangulation of the surface and interior of the
point set where then established by theqdelaunay com-
mand. The sides of the triangles then forms the set of
connectors. The eight test cases are listed in table 1.
The tests where performed on two personal computers,
aPentium 4/2.53GHz/512Mb machine running Red Hat
8.0 and a Pentium 4/2.31GHz/768MB machine running
Microsoft Windows XP.

The test networks where trained to have their topmost
nodes, a positive y-coordinate greater than 0.3, to fol-

Figure 6: The connection between different actuators
forms the node that also include the neuron and scaling
function. The node distributes the forces and signals in
the system.

low a sine wave, se eq. 8. The same sine wave where
available to the network as input signals provided only
to one of the lowest nodes. The idea of this test is to
make the topmost layer of the network doing a vibrat-
ing motion at the same frequency of the input stimuli
signal. The frequency where selected below the main
resonance frequency of the mechanical system.

The test cases looks like the one presented in figure 7,
which is a rendered image using the PovRay rendering
package.

4.1 Nodes and Connectors

All of the models have been implemented in a frame-
work written in C/C++. Transmission line modelling
methods are used in the numerical solver of the system.
This is similar to the HOPSAN package[4] also devel-
oped at the Department of Mechanical Engineering at
Linköping University.

The nodes are simple point masses that includes the
neuron as described in eqs. 6 and 7. All forces actuat-
ing on the node is summed and numerically integrated
using the trapezoidal rule into velocity and position.

The connectors/actuators is implemented as a spring
with a variable stiffness and an actuation element that
can induce force into the actuator, figure 8. The actu-
ation is controlled by a sigmoid neuron as described in
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N AN VN RAM CPU
10 32 254 2.3 0.017
25 118 901 25 0.054
40 215 1625 64 0.094

100 657 4899 556 0.281
140 921 6867 1110 0.422
200 1377 10239 - -
500 3624 26868 - -

1000 7430 55010 - -

Table 1: Results of simulation/optimization tests.N is
the number of nodes in the structure.AN is the num-
ber of actuators.VN is the number of variables. RAM
tabulates the amount of RAM memory used during the
execution, in Mb. CPU represents the simulation time
of one 1024 time step simulation, in seconds.

Figure 7: This is a typical layout of a neuro-mechanical
network. The spheres represent the nodes and the rods
represents actuators.

Figure 8: This is a schematic representation of the ac-
tuator/connector. The actuator hosts one neuron with
inputs from each end. The elementF is able to gen-
erate a force proportional to activation times a scaling
factora. The stiffness is represented with a double act-
ing spring,k. Finally the length,L is measured and
provided as signals through the actuator connections as
neuron input to the connecting nodes.

eq. 6. The neuron has only two inputs, one from each
node.

4.2 Simulation and Optimization

The simulation results where obtained by first solving
for the forces in the actuators and then apply the forces
to the nodes.

The optimization is performed using a standard im-
plementation of the traditional genetic algorithm [5].
The implementation has been released by one of the
authors, Magnus Sethson, as an Sourceforge project
called gaDesignLib and may be downloaded from
http://gadesignlib.sourceforge.net. The most important
feature of the optimizing process is to define the goal
function. In the presented optimization, the goal func-
tion in eq. 8 has been used.

Ec =
1023∑
n=0

AN∑
i=1

‖ yi(nT ) − yi(0) ‖2∈ yi(0) ≥ 0.3 (8)

5 Results

The time domain simulations results are shown in fig-
ure 9. The upper panel represent a typical result from
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Figure 9: Simulation result from the early generation
(upper) and optimum (lower) for the optimization pro-
cess. This diagram show the reference signal, dotted,
and the simulated y-coordinate of the topmost node in
the 10-node test case, see figure 7. There is a small ten-
dency to resonance in the optimum solution.

the one of the first generations in the optimizing pro-
cess. The lower is the optimal solution found after 498
generations.

The CPU timing, memory and scaling results is also
of great interest since it reveals the amount of computer
power needed for this design process. The current im-
plementation of the genetic algorithms and the simula-
tion method for the network show on a huge require-
ments in computer memory, see figure 10 and 11.

During the genetic algorithm optimization the neuron
weights and and stiffness of the actuators where tuned.
The genetic algorithm used a population of 10 times the
number of design variables, that is 2450 individuals. All
simulated individuals where saved during the optimiza-
tion. Some examples of the results from the optimiza-
tion process can be seen in figure 12 and 13.

6 Discussion

The neuro-mechanical network represents a promising
architecture for synthesizing systems that mimic or-
ganic systems. This work is an initial study of the tech-
niques needed for the creation and synthesis of such
systems. Even though the studied examples are very
small, they still show on great potential. As the simu-
lation and optimization algorithms will emerge, a more
”flesh and bone” view of the system will be possible.
On a more distant scale the properties of the small basic
element will provide a more macroscopic view of the
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Figure 10: The amount of computer memory needed for
the optimizations is growing exponential in a most un-
expected way. From the diagram one can make the con-
clusion that on a 32-bit machine only systems with less
than about 200 nodes can be trained. This underlines
the need for a better implementation of the framework.
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Figure 11: This is the simulation time for one 1024 sim-
ulation steps evaluation of the system. It is noticed that
the simulation time does not drop even if the amount of
used memory is higher than the available in the machine
(768 Mb). This gives a hint that the memory problem
of figure 10 is solvable.
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Figure 12: This is a typical result from all simulations
performed during a optimization. The diagram show all
the achieved values over the generations of a parameter,
stiffnessk of actuatorC11. In total there are 254 such
diagrams. The values that relates to a simulation with a
better goal function value is printed in more black than
the ones with a worse goal function value.
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Figure 13: Optimization result for a characteristic prop-
erty, the maximum force needed by the actuatorC11.
The typical behavior of stepwise progress in genetic al-
gorithms are clearly seen at time 2.3.

neuro-mechanical network. This might form robotics
and other forms of mechanical actuator systems.

It is worth notice that the optimization problem grows
very quickly into large numbers of design variables.
The used genetic algorithm may be improved and even
interchanged for some other approach like simulated
annealing.

The method used in this work combines optimiza-
tion together with time domain simulations. Both
these technologies are fairly general and widely spread
among different engineering disciplines. Future analy-
sis methods of neuro-mechanical networks may be us-
ing more analytical and explicit methods. This will
hopefully lead to a more effective utilization of com-
puter power.

One interesting aspect of this concept is the direct
coupling between engineering goal functions and con-
ceptual solutions. The solution to engineering problems
evolve through choices of topology and properties of in-
dividual elements. There is a good opportunity within
this approach to reach a more or less automated de-
sign process that is based on selection. Further studies
of this evolutionary design process is most interesting.
This general property is truly interesting and may be
explored in designs within traditional engineering areas
like heat-transfer, mechanism stabilization and noise
reduction. The introduction of the small element as
a building block reveals interesting new ways to me-
chanical actuator systems. At the same time it sets
new requirement for the engineers using it. There are
many research efforts around the world that tries to im-
prove and extend the traditional design process. The de-
scribed approach represents a most challenging change
of view compared to those efforts. It makes use of a
new type of building block, small simple actuating el-
ements, instead of the traditional machine design ele-
ments. Even though the elements do not exist today, the

study and analysis of them put together in a network
may form functionalities that can easily be identified as
traditional machine elements. One structure may even
show several parallel functionalities and therefore be-
comes hyper-functional machine elements.

7 Conclusions

A system design process for creating neuro-mechanical
networks has been presented. This is a most challeng-
ing task and show on great potential. The analogy to
bio-mechanical systems is clear. The work has showed
that it is possible to use numerical optimization tech-
niques combined with time domain simulations for es-
tablishing such networks of actuators. Some general
relations between the size of the small basic elements
and the overall cost and performance of the systems has
been presented. These relations shows on a great fu-
ture potential not only for electronic systems but also
for mechanical actuator systems.
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